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“AN AFFAIR TO REMEMBER”: THE OUTREMONT
DISPUTE OF 1988
An examination of the scholarly literature1 written on the
Outremont affair reveals that the event has not been studied for
its own sake, but rather as supporting evidence used by scholars
to highlight or justify particular arguments about the presence
of antisemitism in Quebec, the weakness of Canadian Jewish
organizations, or the incident’s influence on later happenings.
Although these studies have shed light on a number of issues
dealing with the Hasidim, the cursory treatment of the affair
itself, omitting key elements of the incident, has precluded
substantial analysis and comprehensive understanding not only
of the affair, but also of its broader implications.
Not only would a historical approach make the
Outremont affair the central topic of inquiry, it would also help
to fill large gaps that exist in the history of Hasidim in Quebec.
Although one must be careful not to use the affair to represent
over fifty years of French-Hasidic relations in the province, it
does provide us with a window through which to view and
study the workings of this relationship. For example, the extensive
media coverage and fierce public debate surrounding the affair
took place while the two groups continued to coexist relatively
peacefully. Therefore, viewing it exclusively as simply another
example of antisemitism at work among French-Québécois
would mean denying its many other dimensions. Up to this
point, no scholarly discussions of the event have attempted to
fully answer the questions that are the focus of an historian’s
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inquiry: examining what actually transpired in Outremont in 1988;
exploring the conditions that may have precipitated the contro-
versy; uncovering what has happened since; as well as
evaluating the media’s involvement. A historical reconstruction
could only benefit other scholars’ work in this area.
The Outremont affair or “l’affaire Outremont,” the term
coined by the press and adopted by scholars, actually occurred
on two levels: the political and the public, an important distinc-
tion that many scholars fail to make.2 On 16 May 1988 two
separate proposals were both put forth by Outremont city coun-
cil members, Akos de Muszka and Pierre-Bernard Labelle, to
modify existing zoning regulations to allow Congregation
Minchas Eluzar-Munkatz to maintain their synagogue at 1030-
32 Saint-Viateur and to permit Congregation Amour Pour Israel
(Ahavath Israel) of the Vishnitzer Hasidim to build their syna-
gogue at 1035 Saint-Viateur.3 Since 1969, a zoning regulation
making that portion of Saint-Viateur Street residential rather
than commercial has been in effect. It should be noted that even
before 1988 Congregation Minchas Eluzar-Munkatz had been
involved in a legal dispute with the city. Under the former
administration of Pierre Desmarais, the city took the congrega-
tion to municipal court to have the construction of the
synagogue halted and won its case. However, a difference in
wording concerning the actual purpose of the building, though
minor, was enough for the congregation to petition the Quebec
Superior Court that reversed the decision of the Outremont
municipal court. According to André Desnoyers, although the
Urban Community of Montreal has officially classified the
building as a synagogue and to most observers it does function
as one, it is still considered by the Outremont municipality as a
study hall and not as a synagogue.4 The synagogue, therefore,
has been tolerated de facto by the city.5
However, on 16 May 1988 the motions put forth to change
the zoning regulations were defeated: the first by a vote of 7-3
and the second by a vote of 6-4.6 Opponents included the three
voting members of the opposition party, Parti du Renouveau
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d’Outremont, as well as members of Mayor Jérôme Choquette’s
ruling party, Parti de la Réforme.7 The leader of the opposition
party, Gérard Pelletier, did not vote. Furthermore, there is no
indication that these two particular votes occasioned more
discussion than any other.8
On 18 May, Gérard Pelletier released a communiqué in
which he explained his party’s opposition to spot-zoning by
stating, among other things, that religious and ethnic groups
should advise the city of their needs and intentions, both short
and long-term, and that the PRO (Parti du Renouveau
d’Outremont) considered urbanism to be a topic that concerns
all residents of Outremont, with no plans modified until the
interests of the rest of the population have been properly evalu-
ated.9 With regard to the Munkatz property at 1030
Saint-Viateur, Pelletier hoped that the city would take the neces-
sary means to stop the activities being held there and for the
zoning regulations to be observed: “If the mayor does not act,
we will demand that the law be applied and that the Inspection
Agency send a letter to the proprietor to return the dwelling to
its original purpose as a residence.”10
On 6 June 1988, a General Assembly was held at the
Outremont town hall where the zoning vote of 16 May was rati-
fied and the dispute was discussed at length during the question
period.11 At least two representatives of the Vishnitzer Hasidim
were in attendance and spoke at the meeting: Rabbi Zushe
Silberstein and Mr. Mendel Hengel.12 Rabbi Silberstein spoke
of the need for the Hasidim to have a place for prayer without
the city becoming a ghetto, alluding to a statement made by
Pelletier in an interview with the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation (CBC) earlier that day in which he declared his
opposition to Outremont becoming a Jewish ghetto.13 According
to an article by Tristan Roy in an Outremont newspaper, Mendel
Hengel’s remark that not bringing his children to a synagogue
would result in them being dragged onto the streets where they
would become delinquents like other children, sparked hostility
among residents in attendance.14
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It appears that Jewish organizations only became
involved in the dispute in June 1988. Three weeks after the
initial request, in a 12 June article in the Montreal Gazette,
Frank Chalk, chairman of the Quebec Region of B’nai B’rith,
warned against immediately reading antisemitism into city
council’s refusal of bylaw changes.15 He also noted that there
had previously been tension between the Hasidim and other
residents, mentioning complaints that followed a five-day cele-
bration in November 1986 to mark the visit of the Satmar rebbe,
Moses Teitelbaum, to Outremont. Chalk set up a discussion
group the following year to help ease the tension.16
On 22 June, at the request of Gérard Pelletier, a meeting
was held between the Parti du Renouveau d’Outremont and the
Vishnitzer Hasidim at the office of the League for Human
Rights of B’nai B’rith. The meeting was chaired by Esther
Benezra, co-chairman of the League, with Harry Bick, its
national chairman, in attendance. Evidence suggests that at least
one Canadian Jewish Congress (CJC) representative, Michael
Crelinsten, was going to attend the meeting, but was asked not
to by B’nai B’rith. In a letter dated 22 June, Crelinsten, execu-
tive director of CJC-Quebec Region, acknowledged receipt of
the letter sent by Harry Bick asking that the CJC not attend the
meeting. He admitted that he was “concerned … that B’nai
B’rith feels it inappropriate for the executive director of another
Jewish organization in this community to be able to participate
as an observer at this meeting, particularly as I was specifically
asked to be there by Mr. [Jacob] Lax, one of the principals in
this situation.”17 However, he did qualify his concern by stating
that he respected B’nai B’rith’s contacts with and influence on
the City of Outremont and trusted that an equitable solution to
the problem would be reached.18 It is interesting to note that
while two representatives of the Vishnitzer group attended,
Jacob Lax and Joseph Kizecnik, Gérard Pelletier was the only
member of the PRO at the meeting.19
Hardly any of the information mentioned above has
been previously noted in scholars’ accounts of the affair. In the
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past, scholars have briefly sketched the outlines of the
Congregation Amour Pour Israel vote to change the existing
zoning bylaw20 without any mention of the Minchas Eluzar-
Munkatz congregation. Most accounts also note that the main
opponent of the re-zoning was Gérard Pelletier, a former FLQ21
member and leader of the municipal opposition, Parti du
Renouveau d’Outremont. One of his objections to the proposed
change was very general: that a religious building would alter
the residential character of that sector of Outremont. However,
he later revealed his cultural bias when he said, “We do not want
Outremont to become a Hasidic town.”22 Julien Bauer’s account
suggests that Pelletier’s anti-Hasidim stance was largely politi-
cal.23 While that may be true, he fails to provide evidence to
support such a claim. Valerie Stoker goes even further. She
claims that Pelletier’s opposition to the re-zoning was largely a
xenophobic fear of a cultural and physical takeover of
Outremont by the Hasidim.24 Clearly, both Bauer and Stoker
characterize Pelletier’s opposition to the zoning change to be,
first and foremost, anti-Hasidic.
It is on this note that most scholars end their accounts of
the incident as it took place at the municipal level and go on to
discuss how it played itself out in the media. From William
Shaffir’s articles, one reads that on Jewish holidays the French-
language daily, La Presse, published front-page articles and
editorials that many Jews and non-Jews alike found offensive
and antisemitic. On Rosh Hashanah, La Presse published a
front-page article by Roch Côté with the title, « Outremont se
découvre un ‘problème juif’ », stating that Hasidim are a
“bizarre minority, with the men in black looking like bogeymen
and the women and children dressed like onions.”25 On Yom
Kippur, the paper ran an editorial apologizing for the title but
suggested that it was misunderstood by Jews, yet another exam-
ple of “tensions between the francophone majority and groups
who chose English as their language.”26 Shaffir also cited
Gérald Leblanc’s articles in La Presse that argue that Jews’ affil-
iation with Montreal’s anglophone community was the reason
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behind French Canadian-Jewish tensions and consequently
concluded that the Hasidim are a problem in Outremont because
they do not speak French.27 Shaffir’s summary shows that oppo-
sition existed among French Canadian journalists in the city
towards the Hasidim, with anti-Jewish feelings mixed with anti-
English ones. Without supporting evidence, Shaffir easily
explained this hostility by arguing that the main opponents of
the zoning change were new French-Canadian professionals in
Outremont who found the Hasidim to be a quaint, but annoying
group who hampered their efforts at renovating and modernizing
the area. Furthermore, he suggested that many French-
Canadians felt threatened because the Hasidim reminded them
of their own vanished French-Canadian culture under the
authority of the Catholic Church.28 The Outremont affair was
simply the public voicing of these tensions.
Although Julien Bauer does not offer an explanation of
the affair as such, he concurs with Shaffir that French-Canadian
professionals with links to the media were the main critics of the
Hasidim. His is a much more critical assessment than Shaffir’s.
However, considering that his purpose is to denounce the rise of
racism and antisemitism in Canada as well as the appeasing and
inefficient leadership in the Canadian government and Jewish
organizations, this is not surprising. Bauer is the first to mention
Le Journal d’Outremont as another newspaper that published
what some felt to be antisemitic articles. In fact, he begins by
declaring that the paper “used the zoning problem as the start of
a racist campaign.”29 Like Shaffir, he mentions La Presse as a
culprit, but also recognizes Lysiane Gagnon as the “first anti-
racist voice in La Presse” for her vehement denunciation of the
anti-Hasidic campaign.30 He ends on an ironic note by thanking
La Presse and Le Journal d’Outremont for turning the zoning
change in Outremont into a national concern for all Jews.
Valerie Stoker’s description is clear and well-written, yet
still lacking in detail. Although she relies heavily on Shaffir’s
analysis of the La Presse articles, she goes on to state that the
French press later modified its coverage of the Hasidic commu-
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nities with columns critical of the original coverage; unfortu-
nately she offers no examples.31 As well, she focuses on the
positive outcome of the incident by remarking that since the
controversy, Outremont papers have offered balanced articles
that aim to explain Hasidic holidays and the history of different
congregations.32 Although this is true, Stoker does not provide
evidence of the impact of such positive press coverage in light
of later controversies involving the Hasidim in Outremont.
Although these reviews and conclusions carry some
validity, a more complete study of the political and public mani-
festations of the Outremont affair would examine more
wide-ranging evidence and therefore, lead to more authoritative
conclusions. For example, a comprehensive examination of the
media coverage suggests that the Hasidim had both detractors
and defenders in the French media as well as among Outremont
residents. In addition, many more people and organizations
were involved than would appear from the scholarly literature.
In Le Journal d’Outremont, French Canadian residents wrote
letters that both opposed and supported a Hasidic presence in
the neighbourhood. The summer issues published letters by resi-
dents Claude Jasmin33 and Monique Thérien. Many of the
problems Jasmin outlined in the July issue of the newspaper
regarding the Hasidim were seconded in a letter written by
Thérien in its August issue. In addition, Thérien highlighted the
Hasidim’s unwillingness to look at or talk to other people as
well as the noise that they caused by their Friday night
services.34 Moreover, she equated Hasidim to all Jews and
called them both a backward people who have all of the money
and privilege in the city: “It is the children of these Jews who
have been buying our houses here these past years. It is the Jews
who have money.”35 It is obvious that Thérien felt threatened by
the Hasidim and considered Outremont to be equally at risk.
On the other hand, there were just as many people who
wrote to the editor denouncing the letters of Thérien, Jasmin,
and others. Although some were from leaders of the Canadian
Jewish Congress and the Human Rights League of B’nai B’rith,
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many were written by French Canadian residents of Outremont.
One letter in particular, written by Irène Arsenault, reminded the
paper’s readers that Monique Thérien’s letter resembled Nazi
propaganda during the 1930s. Among other things, she stated
that Hasidic Jews could teach many people the value of life and
family: “If they have many children it is because they know the
value of large families and sacrifice ‘materialism’ to achieve
this.”36 Another resident, Jacques Brisson, wrote that the type of
racism and ignorance expressed by Thérien and Jasmin could
only lead to antisemitism and a lack of humanity on the part of
society as a whole.37 In its September issue, Le Journal
d’Outremont provided factual information on the history of a
Jewish presence in Quebec and attempted to explain the beliefs
of the Hasidic community to the larger community.
With regard to other journals and newspapers, attention
became more focused on the Outremont zoning dispute after
Roch Côté’s article appeared in the 13 September issue of La
Presse in which he stated, among other things, “But we don’t
cross the residential-zoned Saint-Viateur street like we cross the
Red Sea,” and “The Jews of Outremont are ready to wait a little
longer, but not as long as for the Messiah.”38 The Canadian
Jewish News, The Gazette (Montreal), L’Actualité, and Le
Devoir (known to be the organ of Quebec nationalism), all
denounced his article, focusing the majority of their columns on
the antisemitism that the controversy elicited. In Jacques
Godbout’s essay for the December 1988 edition of the French
monthly, L’Actualité, he reminded his readers of how similar the
Hasidim and the French are, calling the Hasidim the guilty
conscience of the French: “We don’t like to see the Hasidim
proliferate because it reminds us of who we were, our national
consciousness, our old-ways, our solidarity, preoccupied with
our survival. The Hasidim want to be unique and distinct, so do
we.”39 He also reminded his fellow French-Quebecers that they,
too, were once the victims of the same cultural accusations that
some francophones were making against the Hasidim: French-
Canadians did not want to integrate into Canadian society; they
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had too many children; their Catholic children were not allowed
to play with Protestant ones; French-Canadian women were
only good for giving birth; they wore a loud and ugly style of
clothing; spoke an incomprehensible language, and knew noth-
ing of the world except the responses to the Small Catechism.40
The prominent Quebec historian and long-time advocate of
French-Jewish rapprochement, Jacques Langlais, writing in Le
Devoir, cautioned French-Quebecers to be careful of their racist
accusations since they might lead to a further exodus of Quebec
residents to other provinces or to the United States.41
Support for the Hasidim was also found in the writings
of La Presse journalist, Lysiane Gagnon. During the Outremont
affair, she wrote two articles that asserted, tongue in cheek, that
Outremont residents could coexist with others who were more
difficult than the Hasidim: “‘delinquents, discothèques, half-
way houses’ – without speaking of the supreme calamity,
neighbours who do not get involved in your affairs.”42 She iron-
ically suggested that perhaps some Québécois might wish to
establish a homogeneous village where everyone named Gagnon
or Tremblay mowed their lawn on the same day and at the same
hour.43 Both she and Louise Robic reminded the public that it
did not matter that the Hasidim spoke English or Yiddish since
they kept their communications with others to a minimum and,
therefore, would not drastically alter the urban linguistic situa-
tion. Not only do articles such as these help to put the situation
into perspective, they also show that there was no consensus of
opposition among writers of La Presse or within the larger
French community towards the Hasidim. All this gives the lie to
facile generalizations about antisemitism in Outremont.
The negative comments expressed by a number of
Outremont residents as well as the articles that appeared in La
Presse elicited a quick response from Jewish organizations in
Quebec, specifically the CJC44 and the Human Rights League of
B’nai B’rith. The public and private correspondence of these
organizations at the time of the controversy suggest an interest-
ing relationship, not only with their Hasidic counterparts, but
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also between each other and other involved groups. This
evidence is essential to an understanding of the affair.
After the publication of Monique Thérien’s letter in Le
Journal d’Outremont, a response was sent by the executive
director of the Quebec Region of Canadian Jewish Congress,
Michael Crelinsten, to the editor of the paper. Dated 25 August,
the letter raised some important points concerning the anti-
semitic nature of Thérien’s correspondence: “The issue for Ms.
Thérien is clearly not that these houses have been purchased
from French families, but that they have been purchased by
Jews.”45 He also stressed the legitimacy of different cultural
groups in a given society and the positive attributes that such
diversity could lend to the multicultural fabric of Canada. In the
private correspondence between Crelinsten and the President of
the CJC, Morton Bessner, a more troubled and apprehensive
tone was taken. In it, he suggested that institutional anti-
semitism may have been at the root of the municipal council’s
synagogue decision, although he emphasized that spot-zoning
changes had created problems in the past in both Montreal and
Toronto without any indication that religious or cultural preju-
dice was involved.46 According to him, it was imperative that
they remain “vigilant but not over-reactive” in the face of this
possible “time-bomb.”47 It appears that even two months after,
the CJC had not conducted a thorough study of the vote and
remained uncertain of its exact nature. He added that they
should not assume rampant antisemitism and that they should
adopt a non-contentious approach to a proposed meeting
between the CJC and the editor of Le Journal d’Outremont.48
Interestingly, no mention was made of any meeting between the
CJC and either municipal party in Outremont. Clearly, the
CJC’s concern lay with the negative press coverage and not with
the municipal council vote.
The Human Rights League of B’nai B’rith also wrote a
letter to Le Journal d’Outremont emphasizing not only the anti-
semitic tone of Jasmin and Thérien’s letters, but also the rights
and freedoms that the Hasidim shared with every other citizen
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in Canada.49 In addition, in an article entitled, “Our neighbours,
Hasidic Jews,” B’nai B’rith offered a general description of
Hasidic beliefs that they thought would lead to further under-
standing and respect on the part of the general population. It is
interesting to note that no complaints were made by the Hasidim
to B’nai B’rith’s League for Human Rights – Canadian Jewry’s
only human rights organization dedicated to the pursuit of
human rights for all, combating antisemitism and fighting
racism – during the Outremont affair. It was only in 1999 that
many Hasidim publicly protested that they were feeling
harassed and intimidated by Outremont resident, Céline
Forget.50 According to B’nai B’rith, this confirmed what its offi-
cials had suspected for quite some time: due to the hesitancy of
many Hasidim to come forward with reports of antisemitic inci-
dents, the annual numbers recorded by B’nai B’rith over the
years had not reflected the reality of the situation. According to
the 1999 report, “many [Hasidim] claimed that it is extremely
common to have coins thrown at them, or to have a passing car
slow down for its passengers to hurl antisemitic epithets, make
references to Hitler, or give the Nazi salute.”51 When Céline
Forget was elected to the Outremont municipal council in 1999,
B’nai B’rith issued a news release stating that it hoped Forget
would use her new position to better the relationships among
groups in Outremont and to ease any worries that certain resi-
dents might have because of her election.52 Such a delayed
response illustrates that there had been hesitancy among
Hasidim to seek assistance from larger non-Hasidic Jewish
organizations. On the other hand, their willingness in recent
years to come forward with reports of antisemitism could
suggest that Hasidim are becoming more self-confident and
more likely to issue complaints than they were before.53
After the appearance of Côté’s article in La Presse, both
the Canadian Jewish Congress and B’nai B’rith’s League for
Human Rights issued statements of protest. According to an
article written by Crelinsten and Jack Jedwab, Director of
Community Relations for CJC-Quebec Region, Congress
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“interpreted the La Presse coverage as an unambiguous and
dangerously provocative example of antisemitism with potential
ramifications that reached far beyond the Poale Zedec inci-
dent.”54 Over the next two months, as the Outremont story
gained greater coverage in English and French papers, both
groups expressed a desire to form a coalition of Jewish organi-
zations and an ecumenical group to assist in education and
understanding. The findings suggest that the proposed group and
meeting were agreed upon without first seeking the approval of
the Hasidic community. This not only demonstrates Hasidim’s
marginal place in Quebec and in the Jewish community, but also
the assertive position taken by the CJC. In a letter addressed to
Morton Bessner that offered recommendations as to who should
sit on the ecumenical committee, Crelinsten suggested only at the
end that it might be wise to consider inviting Mr. Kisner, a member
of the Belzer community, to join the deliberations.55 Among
those considered to sit on the council were Lysiane Gagnon,
writer for La Presse, Pierre Anctil, then-professor at McGill
University, the historian Jacques Langlais, and Father Stéphane
Valiquette, a long-standing supporter of Hasidic-French
rapprochement. The CJC’s main focus in creating this council
was to concentrate, “in a high profile fashion,” on antisemitism
and not to allow the issue to be reassessed as a linguistic or a
Québécois nationalist controversy.56 Clearly, the CJC wanted to
present the Hasidim as victims of antisemitism, with or without
direct Hasidic involvement and with or without a proper study
of the event, responding solely to the way the media presented
it. Furthermore, one could argue that the CJC wanted to take
control of the situation, interpreting it as it saw fit without
necessarily understanding the exact nature of the incident.
B’nai B’rith took a somewhat different approach to deal-
ing with the press than did the Canadian Jewish Congress. It
issued a complaint to the Quebec Press Council against La
Presse for the publication of six articles and one caricature by
Jean-Pierre Girerd between 12 March 1988 and 4 February
1989 that they felt constituted “clear and repetitive violations of
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the principles of equity and of respect in the coverage of the
Jewish community.”57 Of the six, Roch Côté’s article 
« Outremont se découvre un ‘problème juif’ » and the 14
September article by Gérald Leblanc entitled « Je plaide non-
coupable » were directly related to the Outremont affair. In its
defense, La Presse argued that in order to fully appreciate its
principles of equity and respect, the Council would have to
study all of its articles relating to Jews and Israel to see that “the
coverage by La Presse offers a nuanced and even-handed
portrait of the Jewish community and respect for the principles
of objectivity, equity, the quality of information, and plural-
ism.”58 On an apologetic note, it insisted that as a daily
French-Canadian newspaper and as a product of cultural ethno-
centrism it might make mistakes or lack sensibility towards
other communities because of ignorance and the sheer number
of texts published every day. It ended by saying that “if it is
possible to establish fruitful relations with the Canadian Jewish
Congress, such is not the case with B’nai B’rith. We believe that
filing a complaint with the Press Council is not of the nature of
bringing communities closer.”59 In attempting to divide the
Jewish community, La Presse established independent relations
with the CJC and voiced its dissatisfaction with the way B’nai
B’rith chose to contest its views. Not only does this highlight
the different approaches taken by the two organizations, it also
confirms that they were not working together against the paper.60
One strategy that the Canadian Jewish Congress took
was “to mobilize high level ecumenical [and political] support
on behalf of the Chassidic community as well as to be better
prepared for similar events that might unfold in the future.”61
Michael Crelinsten and Morton Bessner wrote letters to such
people as Claude Ryan and Father Thomas Ryan, the director of
the Canadian Centre for Ecumenism, thanking them for their
support. These letters also reveal the task that the CJC felt it was
undertaking. The letter addressed to Father Ryan stated that the
Quebec Region of the Canadian Jewish Congress had
“attempted to interpret the situation to the broader community”
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and that they have had to respond “to the unfortunate and
distorting press coverage that [the] situation [had] received in
certain journals.”62 As an organization that prided itself on being
the “parliament and voice of Canadian Jewry,” engaged in advo-
cacy and planning at both the federal and provincial levels, the
CJC’s involvement in the Outremont affair – a heated local
dispute – must be questioned and analyzed.
In fact, a fear that surfaced during the incident was an
overlapping of jurisdiction between the CJC and other Jewish
organizations. Michael Crelinsten expressed his concern about
this issue early on when he wrote to Morton Bessner: “I look to
your recommendation as to how to manage the more general
concerns raised in this memo, which go beyond the synagogue
issue itself, so that we can serve the community of Outremont
most effectively without our efforts being undermined or diluted
by jurisdictional dispute within our own organized commu-
nity.”63 Interestingly, he did not question the CJC’s involvement
in the controversy; however, he did think that its involvement
might create tension with other organizations. A letter sent by
Yechiel Glustein, Quebec regional director of B’nai B’rith
Canada to Michael Crelinsten in September did welcome the
possibility of joint community effort involving itself along with
AJCS (Allied Jewish Community Services), the CJC, and the
Council of Christians and Jews.64 However, as the media situa-
tion intensified, both the CJC and B’nai B’rith appeared to work
independently of one another, calling their own meetings with
members of La Presse and with the Hasidic community. At no
time did they publicly present a united front.
It appears that the Vishnitzer may have considered the
two organizations to be too confrontational although the group
did make selective use of their assistance. This could be attrib-
uted to different perceptions of the controversy and different
strategies adopted by each group. Unlike the CJC or B’nai
B’rith, perhaps the Vishnitzer have taken antisemitism for
granted – the price of being in galut (exile) – which translates
into a less confrontational philosophy when dealing with the
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non-Hasidic world.65 At the same time, perhaps they were
unwilling to go on the offensive because it was the encounter
with the other that worried them. Confrontations and culture
contact might thus undermine their attempts at protecting their
way of life.66
It must be stressed that Hasidim participated actively in
the municipal debate. At an information session called by
Pelletier’s party, Jacob Lax, spokesman for the Vishnitzer,
argued for the synagogue by insisting that the four already in
existence were not enough to satisfy the growing number of
Hasidim in Outremont. He pointed out that in 1969, when Saint-
Viateur was zoned as residential, there were only 200 Jews in
Outremont whereas by 1988 they represented 10 percent of the
population.67 Furthermore, he stressed that building a syna-
gogue in a commercial section of Outremont would not be
consistent with the religious and moral values of Hasidim.68
Although only two69 representatives of the Vishnitzer commu-
nity made an appearance at this meeting, Jacob Lax and Joseph
Kizecnik, it is still worth noting that they did not, up to this
point, shy away from confrontations with other members of the
community. They defended their cause at municipal council
meetings, speaking in both English and French, and did not
refuse to make their feelings known to the wider community.
After the Quebec Region of the Canadian Jewish Congress met
with some members of the Hasidic community, a press release
of the meeting was issued that stated “the Hasidic community is
of the feeling that there is no real problem between itself and its
neighbours in Outremont.”70 Again, whether this was purely for
public consumption or represented a sincere belief is unclear.
The Hasidim further supported their view by stating that minor
tensions were sensationalized by the media and blown out of
proportion, and that the prejudiced views of a small minority of
the community should not be taken as indicative of the feelings
of the majority: “We have lived in the community for thirty
years and have experienced the most cordial and friendly of
relations with our neighbours.”71
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Finally, we must examine the conduct of the municipal
council itself. In an article concerning the Outremont affair writ-
ten in the Tribune juive, Yves Alavo, a communications
counselor, stated that the apathetic stance taken by the munici-
pal administration over the past years with regard to the
pluralism issue in Outremont was partly to blame: “It is urgent
… to realize, Mr. Choquette and company, that homogeneity, a
francophone ghetto, and castes are old-fashioned.”72 Pierre
Anctil concurs with this criticism of the council: “The city is to
blame. They had been lax on the issue and it provoked such
opinions from the citizens. It was unreasonable.”73 Anctil and
Alavo are both correct in mentioning the municipal administra-
tion as a significant player in the incident. It does not appear that
Choquette or any of the members of the municipal council took
a firm stance in support of the Hasidim from early on. In fact,
four of his fellow party members voted against him with regard
to the Minchas Eluzar-Munkatz congregation and three voted
against him with regard to Congregation Amour Pour Israel. In
addition, Choquette never did publicly denounce the controver-
sial writings that appeared in some publications, and at one
point he suggested that the Hasidim were not doing enough to
resolve the issue.74 However, Choquette was later involved in
establishing a permanent twelve-member intercultural commit-
tee based upon the recommendation of the Canadian Federation
of Municipalities and the Cultural Communities Ministry of
Quebec. In response to a letter written by Morton Bessner
thanking the Outremont council for taking the initiative in
establishing this committee, Choquette mentioned that already a
number of Outremont residents had expressed interest in
becoming members of the committee.75
At Pelletier’s request, an information session was orga-
nized, with the help of B’nai B’rith, in which the PRO and the
Vishnitzer discussed the issue at hand. This certainly revealed a
willingness by both sides to understand each other or at least to
arrive at a modus vivendi. In a talk, Pelletier viewed the
Vishnitzer’s demands as selfish: “the Jewish community is not
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the only one to have needs and at the same time, certain old age
groups have been waiting nine years to find property to build a
residence.”76 His fear that other groups would be denied fair
access to vacant lots was also coupled with his concern that the
granting of the lot to the Vishnitzer would precipitate acts of
racism and intolerance on the part of those residents who would
oppose such a decision. On the other hand, Pelletier maintained
that his opposition did not represent racism or antisemitism and
in fact, stressed that the Hasidim were more accepted in
Outremont than anywhere else in the world.77 However, this
statement must be interpreted in light of an earlier statement in
which he declared that he did not want Outremont to become a
Hasidic town. One could suggest that Pelletier was simply
declaring concern for others to hide his antisemitic views.
Evidence reveals that synagogues were not the only
buildings prevented from being erected in Outremont. An arti-
cle in the 1 November 1989 edition of La Presse dealt with a
recent dismissal by property owners in an area of Outremont of
a proposal for a library in their residential zoning area. Property
owners argued that it would lead to increased traffic and a loss
of tranquility in the area; the proposal was defeated by a vote of
81 to 68.78 The article also added that Outremont suffers from a
paucity of available land, and that the surface area of private
land is small and its cost per square metre high.79 Considering
this issue had been raised a number of times, the argument
regarding the scarcity of land and its fair distribution put forth
by some opponents of the zoning change should be considered
as a serious concern that deserves more attention.
Since the Outremont affair, other disputes regarding the
building of synagogues and Jewish centres by Hasidim have
surfaced in the decidedly Jewish area of Côte Saint-Luc as well
as in the more ethnically diverse Mile End, proof that such prob-
lems do not only occur in the more culturally homogeneous
Outremont. When a Francophone Lubavitch group proposed to
build Beth Chabad, a $3-million community centre for French-
speaking Jews, opposition arose from Jewish residents of Côte
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Saint-Luc who felt that the centre would worsen traffic and
congestion and lead to a devaluation of property values in the
area. Perhaps this indicates some Jewish anti-Hasidic feeling
coming into play. Even though the re-zoning change was passed
by the municipal council in 2000, enough signatures on petitions
were collected by residents to force the council to reconsider the
change and eventually terminate the building project at that
site.80 A site was finally approved for the centre in January 2001.
Also in 2001, the Belzer Hasidim of the Mile End district faced
some difficulties in converting one of their houses into a syna-
gogue for their growing community. Again, some neighbours
opposed it, citing noise, double parking, and congestion on the
sidewalks as probable outcomes of the synagogue construction.
Others, however, supported the change and asked that the
commission approve the project based on humanitarian
grounds.81 Despite a city policy that opposed such a change, the
Montreal city council approved the conversion with the promise
that no further requests for additional space would be made by
the Belzer.82 Although these incidents may not have occasioned
as much media coverage as the Outremont controversy, they
were nevertheless evidence that groups other than francophones
opposed Hasidic expansionist projects and that forces other than
antisemitism, such as xenophobia, ethnocentrism, and concerns
over property value may have been at work.83
An analysis of what actually transpired at the municipal
level in May and June of 1988 shows that more occurred than
simply a 6-4 vote against a zoning change. As for group
responses, although the Canadian Jewish Congress and the
Human Rights League of B’nai B’rith viewed the negative press
coverage as a manifestation of antisemitism and subsequently
dealt with it independently of one another, some leading fran-
cophone journalists saw it as proof of the unbridgeable gap that
exists between French Canadians and Jews in Quebec. While it
is certainly true that antisemitism and language tensions have
existed in Quebec, considering them as the main or only factors
that guided this affair would be misleading and inaccurate.
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Perhaps the conduct of the Hasidim themselves and the
municipality should receive our greatest attention. Although the
Hasidim were willing to defend their rights and needs concern-
ing the construction of their synagogue, they were not willing to
become embroiled in the debate that was taking place in the
papers. For them, it always remained an issue between them-
selves and the municipality of Outremont. To make it into
something more, they felt, would have compromised their ideo-
logical opposition to confrontation. This did not conform to the
political advocacy model of B’nai B’rith or to the modified
British Board of Deputies model of the CJC.84 As for the munic-
ipality, their mixed messages reflect the tensions among
individuals as well as within the group. Taking these issues into
consideration is a necessary step to setting the incident in a
historical context. Only then can a study of the Outremont affair
shed light on the nature of French Canadian-Hasidic relations in
Montreal in the recent past and into the present.
Criticism itself has to be supported; by introducing new
evidence and analyzing already discussed issues in light of
previously unexamined material, this work accomplishes just
that. General accusations of antisemitism or anti-Hasidism
among the French Canadian population of Outremont cannot be
made when it is known that there were both detractors and
supporters of the Hasidim in Outremont as well as in the French
press. Likewise, the fact that disputes involving Hasidim have
occurred in areas that are not predominantly French Canadian
and that even public institutions such as libraries have been
prevented from being constructed in Outremont show that anti-
semitism was likely not the only factor at play.
Some fifteen years after the Outremont affair tensions
between the Hasidim and their neighbours are still making head-
lines. On 13 May 2003, a bylaw was passed that severely restricts
commercial bus traffic in the borough of Outremont, affecting
Hasidim who rely on the service to and from New York City
where many family members reside.85 Although not occurring in
Outremont, a second news topic involved the Belzer Hasidim
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and their efforts to keep their almost twenty-year-old shul from
closing due to its being located in a residential zoning area in the
predominantly French-Canadian town of Val-Morin, Quebec.86
Clearly tensions still exist between the Hasidim and non-Hasidic
members of surrounding communities. That both these incidents
occurred in predominantly French Canadian areas does not mean
that differences do not reveal themselves elsewhere. What it does
mean, though, is that the needs of all groups involved, including
the Hasidim, have not yet been fully understood or tolerated by
opposing groups, and inter-communal dialogue has been and
continues to be a necessary component of social accord.
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